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Seasonal Assessment of Resource Adequacy for the ERCOT Region (SARA)
Winter 2021/2022

SUMMARY

ERCOT’s new aggressive approach to managing the electric grid is continuing, with significant 
operational improvements over the summer of 2021 and additional changes planned for the winter of 
2021-2022.

Assuming that the ERCOT Region experiences typical winter grid conditions, ERCOT anticipates that 
there will be sufficient installed generating capacity available to serve the system-wide forecasted 
peak demand for the upcoming winter season, December 2021 ‒ February 2022. The forecasted 
peak demand is 62,001 MW and is based on the average weather conditions at the time of the winter 
peak demand. As part of our aggressive grid management planning, we have also included additional 
low-probability, high-impact scenarios. 

Nearly 85,000 MW of resource capacity is expected to be available for the winter peak. This amount 
is all operational capacity; there is no planned capacity expected to become operational by the start 
of the winter season based on the latest developer information. This is largely due to the new practice 
of classifying projects approved for grid synchronization as operational rather than planned 
resources. Two thermal generation resources—a coal and a gas-fired unit—are out of service for the 
winter season. Also noteworthy is that three units (two gas-fired and one biomass-fired) representing 
223 MW that previously operated only during the summer season are now planned for year-around 
operation. However, one of the gas units (61 MW) is the aforementioned unit experiencing an 
extended outage. 

The winter SARA includes a thermal generating unit outage assumption of 8,988 MW during the 
winter months, which is based on historical winter outage data for the last three winter seasons: 
2018/19, 2019/20, and partial 2020/21. (Unplanned outages between 2/15/21 to 2/28/21 are excluded 
in the base analysis due to the exceptional impact of Winter Storm Uri.)

The winter SARA includes two Risk Scenario tabs: Base & Moderate Risk Scenarios, and Extreme 
Risk Scenarios. The set of Extreme Risk scenarios has been expanded to include a new "extreme 
low" renewables output assumption as well as estimates of the thermal and renewable outage 
improvements due to the Texas Public Utility Commission's October 2021 Electric Weatherization 
Standard and voluntary weatherization activities conducted by natural gas supply and pipeline 
operators.
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[a] Total Resources, MW 84,861

     Peak Demand, MW 62,001

     Rooftop PV Forecast, MW 0

[b] Adjusted Peak Demand, MW 62,001

[c] Reserve Capacity [a - b], MW 22,860

[d] Planning Reserve Margin 43.3% Formula: PRM = (Total Resources / (Adjusted Peak Demand - Emergency Resources)) - 1

Based on average weather conditions at the time of the winter peak demand from 2005 – 2019

Based on rooftop solar PV capacity during the peak load hour that is not already included in the peak load 

forecast; for winter, the amount is negligible

Planned Other Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 20% winter capacity contribution for other wind resources

Planned Solar Utility-Scale, Peak Average Capacity Contribution Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 7% winter capacity contribution for solar resources

Planned Storage, Peak Average Capacity Contribution Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 0% winter capacity contribution for storage resources

Planned Thermal Resources with Signed IA, Air Permits and Adequate Water Supplies Based on in-service dates provided by developers

Planned Coastal Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 47% winter capacity contribution for coastal wind resources

Planned Panhandle Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution
Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 34% winter capacity contribution for panhandle wind 

resources

RMR Capacity to be under Contract

Capacity Pending Retirement
Announced retired capacity that is undergoing ERCOT grid reliability reviews pursuant to Nodal Protocol Section 

3.14.1.2

Non-Synchronous Ties, Capacity Contribution Based on net imports during winter 2013/2014 Energy Emergency Alert (EEA) intervals

Other Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution
Based on 20% of installed capacity for other wind resources (winter season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols Section 

3.2.6.2.2

Solar Utility-Scale, Peak Average Capacity Contribution Based on 7% of rated capacity for solar resources (winter season) per Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2

Storage, Peak Average Capacity Contribution
Based on 0% of rated capacity (winter season); resources assumed to provide regulation reserves rather than 

sustained capacity available to meet peak loads

Capacity from Private Use Networks
Average grid injection during the top 20 winter peak load hours over the last three years, plus the forecasted net 

change in generation capacity available to the ERCOT grid pursuant to Nodal Protocol Section 10.3.2.4.

Coastal Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution
Based on 47% of installed capacity for coastal wind resources (winter season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols 

Section 3.2.6.2.2

Panhandle Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution
Based on 34% of installed capacity for panhandle wind resources (winter season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols 

Section 3.2.6.2.2

Switchable Capacity Total Installed capacity of units that can interconnect with other Regions and are available to ERCOT

Less Switchable Capacity Unavailable to ERCOT Based on survey responses of Switchable Resource owners

Available Mothballed Capacity Based on seasonal Mothball units plus Probability of Return responses of Mothball Resource owners

Operational Resources (thermal and hydro) Based on current Seasonal Maximum Sustainable Limits reported through the unit registration process
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Forecasted Capacity and Demand, MW
Resources, MW
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Forecasted Peak Load

Typical Generation Outages

Typical Renewable Output

High Peak Load

Typical Generation Outages

Typical Renewable Output

Forecasted Peak Load

Typical Generation Outages

Low Renewable Output

Forecasted Peak Load

High Generation Outages

Typical Renewable Output

-                                                  10,771                                            -                                                 -                                             

1,565                                              1,565                                              1,565                                             1,565                                         

7,423                                              7,423                                              7,423                                             7,423                                         

-                                                  -                                                  -                                                 4,393                                         

-                                                  -                                                  6,267                                             -                                             

                                                    -                                                       -                                                       -                                           (2,943)

-                                              -                                              (224)                                           -                                         

8,988                                              19,759                                            15,032                                           10,438                                       

-                                                  -                                                  -                                                 -                                             

     Less than 1,000 MW indicates risk of EEA3 Load Shed

Capacity Available For Operating Reserves, MW

Base & Moderate Reserve Capacity Risk Scenarios

Outage Reduction, Thermal
Based on an outage reduction success rate of 67%, which is applied to the High 

Unplanned Outage adjustment amount. See the Background tab for additional details.

Based on an outage reduction success rate of 60% for only those outages not 

associated with icing and low temperature exeedences (1,435 MW). The resulting 

outage reduction, 861 MW, is multiplied by a 26% fleet-wide peak average capacity 

contribution. Solar weatherization efforts are assumed to not materially impact 

outages during the peak demand hour, hour-ending 8:00 am. See the Background tab 

for additional details.

Based on the historical average of planned outages for December through February 
weekdays, hours ending 7 am - 10 am, for the last three winter seasons (2018/19, 

2019/20, and 2020/21). Outage history excludes units that are not expected to be 

available for the peak period of the upcoming seasons. These unavailable units are 

comprised of units that have retired, have announced upcoming retirements, are 

under extended outage, are mothballed, or are unavailable switchable generators.

See the Background tab for more information on thermal outage accounting 

practices.

Based on historical average of Unplanned outages for December through February 
weekdays, hours ending 7 am - 10 am, for the last three winter seasons. Outage 

history excludes units that are not expected to be available for the peak period of the 

upcoming seasons. These unavailable units are comprised of units that have retired, 

have announced upcoming retirements, are under extended outage, are mothballed, 

or are unavailable switchable generators.

Winter Storm Uri-related Unplanned outages between 2/15/21 to 2/28/21 were 

excluded from this calculation.

Typical Unplanned Outages, Thermal

High Unplanned Outages, Thermal

Low Renewable Output

Based on the 5th percentile of hourly wind & solar capacity factors (output as a 

percentage of installed capacity) associated with the 100 highest Net Load hours 

(Load minus wind output minus solar output) for the last three winter seasons; this low 

output level is 3,098 MW. Solar is assumed to be zero MW, so the total adjustment is 

6,267 MW (9,365 MW less 3,098 MW).

Outage Reduction, Renewables

[d] Total Uses of Reserve Capacity
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Seasonal Load Adjustment

Typical Planned Outages, Thermal

Scenario Adjustments Description

Based on the 95th percentile historical average of Unplanned outages for December 

through February weekdays, hours ending 7 am - 10 am, for the last three winter 
seasons. Winter Storm Uri related Unplanned outages between 2/15/21 to 2/28/21 

were excluded.

Winter Storm Uri-related Unplanned outages between 2/15/21 to 2/28/21 were 

excluded from this calculation.

Based on 2011 weather; the high winter peak load forecast is 72,772 MW.

Outage Reductions Due to Generation Entity Compliance with the October 2021 Electric Weatherization Standards (16 TAC § 25.55) and Voluntary Natural Gas Industry Weatherization Efforts

      Less than 2,300 MW indicates risk of EEA1

[f] Emergency Resources deployed by ERCOT

13,872

13,872

An amount is only shown if Capacity Available for Operating Reserves, line item [e], is 

at or below 2,300 MW. Consists of the sum of expected Load Resources Available for 

Responsive Reserves for the winter season (1,570 MW, Emergency Response 

Service (1,010 MW), TDSP Voltage Reduction (102 MW), and Transmission and 

Distribution Utility pilot winter load management programs (114 MW). Each of these 

amounts reflect a 2% gross-up to account for avoided transmission losses. Other 

resources that may be available include voluntary customer Demand Response 

(including customer installation of backup generators), switchable generation 

resources currently serving the Eastern Interconnection, and additional DC tie imports 

subject to availability.

See the Background tab for additional details

See the Background tab for additional details
[g] Capacity Available for Operating Reserves, Emergency Conditions (e+f), MW

3,101

12,4227,829

7,829 12,422

3,101
[e] Capacity Available for Operating Reserves, Normal Operating Conditions (22,860-d), MW
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Also available as part of the eCourse
2022 Renewable Energy Law eConference

First appeared as part of the conference materials for the
17th Annual Renewable Energy Law Institute session
"Integrating Renewable Energy in ERCOT’s Market Redesign"

http://utcle.org/ecourses/OC9006

